Spaces eligible for PSCOC funding, but not defined by the Adequacy Standards:
Space
Notes
Special education classrooms (gifted, Is defined in AS, with more
B and C level)
vague language RE Level D
Special Ed.
Special education pull-out spaces
Defined in AS
OT/PT spaces

Is defined in AS

Cultural classrooms

General Use Classroom

Language classrooms

General Use Classroom

ROTC spaces

ROTC spaces sometimes have
general classroom for
instruction but have other
spaces for marching, armed
drill, and shooting range
Includes chorus room, band
room, specialized music such
as jazz band, mariachi room,
guitar room, piano room. Also
includes individual practice
rooms in some schools.
School Resource Officer (SRO)
needs special weapon storage
if they have weapons

Special program music classrooms

Office space for additional
counselors, therapists,
interventionists, psychologists, and
school security personnel
IT server rooms, work rooms, and
distribution closets
Teacher/Team Collaboration Space

Family and Community Sciences
Classroom (FCS, aka Home
Economics)

No standards in AS
Teacher collaboration has
been a trend in some schools
and they are either a separate
room or sometimes utilize
hallways in TARE
Rooms usually include area
with stoves/ovens/cooking
equipment

PSFA Approach
Standards define 450 SF
Minimum
Typically treated as special
education classroom
Treated as counseling space
unless OT/PT professional
needs more space due to
motor coordination and/or
mobility training
Treated as general classroom
as they typically have no
specialized requirements
Treated as general classrooms
as they typically have no
specialized requirements
Treated as vocational
education but don’t have any
standards for shooting range.
Defined in AS as Art Education
Programs

Typically treat them as
administrative space for
counseling at 1 NSF x Program
capacity
Being considered for AS
revision
Defined within allowed GSF

Treated as career education
and in AS

Specialized labs (Robotics, aviation,
maker space, special computer
spaces, forensic investigation)
Mock court rooms
Day Care

Alternative PE Spaces

Maintenance shop/space

Lecture Hall

Pre-K Classrooms
Teacherages

We are starting to see these
types of spaces more. Some
of them occur in Charter
Schools. They typically have
specialized equipment.
As part of legal curriculum

Career ed

Some schools have these
spaces as part of Family and
Community Sciences and part
of the curriculum. Day cares
that do not serve instructional
purposes do not appear on
our list of spaces ineligible for
PSCOC funding
Spaces like dance studios,
yoga, martial arts space and/
or spaces that do not require
gym – see these mainly in
charter schools
Most districts have separate
maintenance offices for their
staff but in some cases,
maintenance personnel have
space at the school containing
a workshop and storage area
Some large high schools have
a separate lecture hall
typically associated with
science labs/classroom. We
do not address these in
adequacy and my question is
whether we should pay for
them if the school has both
science classrooms and
separate labs.
No adequacy standards apply
to the special or unique needs
of these spaces
Adequacy measured to HUD
standards

Career Education or Outside
of Adequacy

Counted in Career ed

?Treat as Physical Education
as long as no other PE area
defined

Outside of Adequacy

Defined within allowed GSF

Being considered for AS
revision
PSFA is developing process

